Radiobiological effects of a low-energy ion beam on wheat.
The radiobiological effects of a low-energy nitrogen ion (N+) beam on wheat were studied, particularly with regard to the induction of chromosome aberrations. The results demonstrated that the three test varieties showed different sensitivities to ion implantation, and a higher dose of ion implantation had a marked effect on the germination and survival rate of the seeds exposed. The germination rate and survival rate curve basically followed a similar trend in the same variety. Cytological analysis indicated that ion beams were effective in producing chromosome aberrations. The frequencies of mitotic or meiotic cells with chromosome aberrations increased linearly with increasing doses. The aberration types included, for example, acentric fragments, chromosome deletions, lagging chromosomes, chromosome bridges and micronuclei. In the root tip cells, aberrations chiefly consisted of acentric fragments and deletions. Chromosome bridges and lagging chromosomes were the main aberration phenomena observed in the pollen mother cells. The highest frequencies of root tip cells and pollen mother cells with chromosome aberrations were 15.2% and 39.8%, respectively. Changes in morphology and mutant were also observed in the plants derived from exposed seeds.